NOTES
1. MATING PARTS:
   CLEVIS BRACKET PART NUMBERS
   0959450000 (CAST IRON) OR 0839470000 (FABRICATED STEEL).
   PIVOT PIN 08139620000.
2. LOAD CAPACITY (lb) 2644.

PART NO.
0961000050

DRAWING NO.
0961000050_CTLG

DESCRIPTION
SPHERICAL ROD EYE
7/16-20 THREAD
Ø.50" PIN

SCALE
2X

DATE
10/10

DRAWN BY
Parker Hannifin

APPROVED

PARTS SHOWN AS STANDARD CATALOG DIMENSIONS. ACTUAL PARTS & BORE MOLD MAY VARY PER STANDARD TOLERANCES. PARTS SHOWN AS FABRICATED ARE FOR DESIGN PURPOSES ONLY. 
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